[The patterns of behavioral activity in an uncertain environment].
Great amount of parameters of education regime in uncertain habitat's conditions is the main reason of contradictions in the present empirical data. It is reasonable to fulfill system analyses of conformity in natural laws of behavior in the framework of conventional-reflector experiment, taking into consideration that the grade of the habitat's uncertainty is mainly characterized by variation of the signal stimulus intensity, as well as the with probability of support. Existing statements and conceptions of organization peculiarities of behavior are regarded with absence of conventional stimulus (probabilistic education), acting of parathreshold and of suprathreshold intensity. It is marked, that despite of the already found conformities in natural laws, complex influence of factors of the probabilistic habitat on forming of behavior is not studied completely, there is only rough localization of optimum and pessimum zones in the parameter spaces, which influence education, there are no confident ways of prognosis and optimization of activity of the tested ones. Ways of further analyses of peculiarities of the system organization of behavior, in conditions of different grades of the habitat's uncertainty are suggested.